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About our Match Predictions and Cricket Betting Tips
We want to put out our match predictions as quickly as possible and cover as man

y games as we can - our goal is to give our cricket predictions for all cricket 

matches played around the globe.
 Sometimes in hectic leagues that is not possible because we have to take into a

ccount the last games played by both teams before making a prediction.
The analysis we write will include our thoughts on the lineups for both teams, t

heir historic performance, prediction for how the match will play out and more, 

with a conclusion and the main focus being on who will win todays match.
We will also analyze and give our Dream11 predictions which includes analysis an

d a Dream11 team prediction.
An example of bonus betting tips could be for an IPL prediction we have written,

 CSK vs MI, where we think CSK will win, but we might also suggest:
MI to have highest opening partnership
And there could be plenty other bets like these.
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